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JOYCE MARIE MUSHABEN, Becoming Madam Chancellor: Angela
Merkel and the Berlin Republic (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2017), xv + 342 pp. ISBN 978 1 108 40563 8. £21.99 (paperback)

Throughout her long career as a leading politician, beginning in the
early 1990s, the current German Chancellor, Angela Merkel, has
rarely reflected on her situation as a woman in politics, publicly at
least. Yet she did so briefly in her 2019 Harvard Commencement
Speech, where she highlighted that she was the first woman in
German history to become head of government;1 an expression, per-
haps, of late-term liberties in office. From a scholarly angle, Joyce M.
Mushaben, Professor of Global Studies and the Curators’ Distin -
guished Professor of Comparative Politics and Gender Studies at the
University of Missouri-St Louis, investigates, among other things,
Merkel’s unique status as the first female German Chancellor in her
most recent book. This is a not a biography but a well-written and
well-informed study of Merkel’s domestic and international policies
during her first three terms in office, combining policy analysis and
its context, that is, Merkel’s personal values along with national tra-
ditions and beliefs.

There are several persistent clichés attached to Merkel’s career,
the most common being that as a woman raised in the former
German Democratic Republic (GDR), she is incapable of leadership.
Mushaben mentions it, but does not stop at this superficial observa-
tion. Instead, she uses it as a starting point for her study, analysing
the related stereotypes and prejudices as symptoms of the power
strategies and media campaigns Merkel has been involved in. She
asks the right question, which is ‘how could someone so successful
be accused of “not leading”?’ (p. 6). Instead of reinforcing these
stereotypes of a female politician from the GDR—still viewed differ-
ently—as other allegedly scholarly accounts have done in the past,2
Mushaben sets out to analyse the political use of these stereotypes
and the means they employed. In this way, she contributes to an
intersectional gender analysis of contemporary politics and, to a less-

1 <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ofED6BInFs>, accessed 16 June
2019.
2 Gertrud Höhler, Die Patin: Wie Angela Merkel Deutschland umbaut (Zurich,
2012).
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er extent, to a history of political thought and values in Germany
since unification through the lens of the political career of a central
individual, a ‘one-woman laboratory’ (p. 2) as Mushaben calls it. By
taking this approach, the author broadens our understanding of cur-
rent German debate and Merkel’s policies alike.

Having said this, it is a pity that Mushaben walks right into anoth-
er trap, which has to do with a second cliché regularly attached to
Merkel’s way of doing politics: the widely held view that, having
trained as a scientist in her first career, she must therefore apply a
physicist’s approach to politics. Mushaben misses the chance to
deconstruct this notion in the same way as the gender cliché. Instead,
she falls back on it as a valid explanation time and again.

Mushaben has nevertheless written an intelligent book which
offers a number of original and thought-provoking interpretations.
We do not have to agree with all of them, but they have the potential
to stimulate further debate. That is why it is worth citing some exam-
ples here, in the order in which Mushaben presents them.

The book consists of three parts, each of which contains several
chapters. The first part (‘The Personal is the Political’) investigates
the ways in which Merkel’s personal life has affected her policies,
and how far politics in turn has influenced her as an individual.
Mushaben addresses Merkel’s physical and political makeover on
her way to the top and her change of attitude towards political
reform; how she deals with East and West German identities; and
morality and historical responsibility in her relationship with Israel.
Mushaben’s observations include the fact that before her first term as
Chancellor, Merkel got a ‘new haircut, highlights, make-up, and pas-
tels’ (p. 33), paradoxically, in order to have ‘a gender-neutral cam-
paign’ (p. 34) then planned for her. Also, she makes the point that
‘women’s strong presence in the Red–Green government (50 percent
in 2004) granted Merkel a legitimacy in the Grand Coalition she
might not otherwise have enjoyed’ (p. 37). In terms of German iden-
tity, Mushaben believes that it was not Merkel’s grasp of Western
power politics that helped her; rather, ‘her ability to effect a gradual
reconciliation of conflicting identities owes more to her pragmatic
Protestant upbringing’ (p. 60). Merkel has, as Mushaben notes, helped
West Germans in particular ‘to see that differences are normal, non-
antagonistic, necessary, and even welcome in a pluralist democracy’
(p. 77). At the same time, she makes the interesting observation that



‘Merkel never criticized the Westerners’ erroneous belief that they
alone financed reconstruction’ after unification (p. 68). Merkel also
achieved pro gress on gender issues: ‘earlier hostility toward the
patriarchal state is fading insofar as Merkel’s reforms have produced
real changes in the rights and responsibilities of men, for example,
paternity leave’ (p. 71). And for relations with Israel, Mushaben
offers a very interesting comparison between Merkel and the former
Green Minister for Foreign Affairs, Joschka Fischer (pp. 97–104),
before highlighting that ‘Merkel has already received more awards
for her commitment to Jewish culture and the Israeli state than any of
her predecessors’ (p. 97). It is part of Merkel’s policy for Israel,
Mushaben believes, that she combines ‘unambiguous acknowledge-
ment of historical responsibility’ with ‘recognition of German suffer-
ing’ (p. 105). Merkel also ‘walk[s] a fine line between trade relations
and historical responsibility’ (p. 107).

Part two (‘From Understudy to Leading Lady: Angela Merkel on
the Global Stage’) investigates international policies, that is, in this
case, Merkel’s handling of Russia and the Euro crisis. Mushaben
highlights that Merkel ‘recognizes that German responsibility for
securing the peace now extends beyond regional boundaries’ (p.
127). However, she also finds that Merkel, born ‘after the Korean War
and forced to turn eastward as a GDR citizen . . . never developed the
emotional tie to France evinced by her predecessors, nor did she
inherit an intuitive understanding of the European Community’ (p.
126). Merkel’s foreign policy ‘supports Germany’s traditional multi-
lateralism and its culture of restraint but she also enjoys a reputation
across Europe as an honest broker, to a degree not seen among her
predecessors’ (p. 150). A reason for this might be that ‘Merkel search-
es for flexible win–win options’ (p. 151) and that negation for her ‘is
not a matter of hard or soft power; it is merely a rational approach to
meliorating complex problems’ (p. 155). Mushaben is much more
critical, even disappointed, when it comes to the Euro crisis, as she
explains:

this chancellor has pursued a pragmatic, progressive approach
to women’s employment in her own country by leveraging EU
policies in relation to work–family reconciliation. She even
chose an iconic female figure, the Swabian housewife, to con-
vey the need for personal economic responsibility during the
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first stage of the European crisis. She demonstrated no visible
interest in upholding broader EU gender equality mandates in
relation to the austerity programs that followed, however (p.
188).

The difference between do mestic and foreign policy becomes obvi-
ous: ‘Once the Euro crisis had crested, Merkel nonetheless overrode
opponents back home, introducing a three-pillar 30 percent quota for
women in corporate and public service management’ (p. 197).
Regarding EU institutions Mushaben’s judgement is also definite: 

As the [financial] crisis unfolded, it became clear that Europe
not only had a deficit/debt problem but also deeper gover-
nance problems. Merkel came to prefer a ‘stability union’ rest-
ing on a common approach to financial policy, fiscal policy,
and economic policy, along with greater ‘democratic authori-
ty’. The paradox is that she has advanced the first three by
undercutting the fourth (p. 198).

Part three (‘“Method Merkel” and the Push for Domestic Reform’),
finally, turns back to domestic issues such as the national energy
turnaround and refugee policies. Mushaben makes the point that it
was Merkel’s ‘“leadiator” stance on climate-change mitigation’ that
‘brought new intensity to EU efforts regarding CO2 reductions and
RE development’ (p. 238). She highlights that Merkel ‘made climate
change a personal priority’ (p. 241), partly because as ‘a politician in
a democratic society, she quickly learned that mass protests and pub-
lic opinion matter’ (p. 242). In terms of migration, Mushaben sees
Merkel as a Chancellor who ‘has demonstrated her strongest leader-
ship abilities in the very arena that triggered the most vociferous
opposition within her own party’ (p. 283). Again, it was her ‘quick
mastery of EU processes [that] . . . accorded her unprecedented influ-
ence over policy-framing at both the national and the supranational
level’ (p. 251). Mushaben also credits Merkel with a modernization of
the substance of migration policy: ‘Merkel’s stress on inclusiveness,
transparency, and self-accountability means that integration failure
can no longer be randomly attributed to ethnic groups’ (p. 265).

All the empirical chapters start with several sections of contextu-
al information, which are well-chosen and helpful for understanding
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Mushaben’s argument. However, they tend to overshadow the dis-
cussion of Merkel’s actions. This is because the background is not
always directly connected with Merkel’s actions, yet in more than one
case takes up a significant part of the individual chapters. A prime
example of this is the chapter on foreign relations with Russia (ch. 4),
where two-thirds of the chapter explains the background for
Mushaben’s reading. This is unbalanced, even for an international
audience.

Mushaben presents an account focusing on policy outcomes,
which are correlated specifically with Merkel as a female leader and
her GDR background. This is convincing and makes a valuable con-
tribution, as we lack such an account so far, even in German. What is
not at the centre of the discussion, however, is the way Merkel reach-
es her decisions, that is, how she governs at the micro level of every-
day power politics. Mushaben, of course, hints at this when she men-
tions other players and the strategies of other political forces and
rivals, such as the rejection by Conservatives in her own party of the
guideline powers (Richtlininienkompetenz) encoded in the German
Basic Law. Mushaben also occasionally mentions Merkel’s tech-
niques of decision-making. But all of these aspects are generally only
mentioned, not analysed. As a result, the mechanics of Merkel’s
power to a large extent remain in the dark. Mushaben tells us why
the Chancellor favours a particular decision, and informs us of the
outcome, with a very knowledgeable reading of how both ends are
linked. What is lacking, however, is what comes in between, that is,
how Merkel conducts politics and deploys power strategies.

How important, for example, is her tactic of delaying decisions,
her decidedly non-confrontational style of arguing, and her tenden-
cy to keep quiet about her political opponents? How important is her
way of not explaining her politics in securing her power? What about
her approach of delegating the process of finding compromises to
commissions and round tables seen, to mention just one of many
cases, during the energy turn-around after the Fukushima meltdown;
her collective response to international crises (for example, including
the French president in the talks about Ukraine); or her attempt to
globalize European politics by bringing in the World Monetary Fund
to deal with Greece, or delegating the implementation of Germany’s
immigration policy to the EU deal with Turkey and African states?
How exactly does she deal with opponents in her cabinet and else-
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where, and what are her strategies for forcing her opinions through?
What about her tendency to isolate herself from the lowland of poli-
tics, representing herself as a President-Chancellor, and her use of
internal communications and press conferences? Or her willingness
to become acquainted with all the details of specific questions and
solutions, her ability to control emotions, her capacity to build
alliances across traditional party lines, and her ability to resist stress
under pressure and in times of national and international crisis?

These are the sorts of questions that remain open, even after
Mushaben’s intriguing book. There are two brilliant accounts, writ-
ten by journalists, which deal with some of them, taking the debt cri-
sis and what has become known as the ‘refugee crisis’ as case stud-
ies.3 But a comprehensive, scholarly investigation of Merkel’s power
dynamics, her negotiating tactics, and her strategies for remaining in
power is still to come.

3 Margret Heckel, So regiert die Kanzlerin: Eine Reportage (Munich, 2009);
Robin Alexander, Die Getriebenen: Merkel und die Flüchtlingspolitik. Report aus
dem Innern der Macht (Munich, 2017).
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